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Editorial

Hypothyroxinemia of prematurity – Is it really transient 
and benign?
K. G. Ravikumar
Department of Pediatric Endocrinology, Kanchi Kamakoti CHILDS Trust Hospital, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India.

Transient hypothyroxinemia of prematurity (THOP) is a condition, where preterm babies have 
low free T4 (fT4) levels and a normal TSH after birth.[1] It can affect up to a quarter of babies born 
preterm below 34 weeks of gestation. Babies with other comorbidities tend to be affected more. 
Although the fT4 levels normalize after few weeks, it is not clear when this would happen and if 
there is a risk of long-term neurodevelopmental sequelae. There is no evidence that treatment 
with thyroxine alters the outcome and, therefore, not generally recommended.[2] Babies with 
delayed rise of TSH, secondary/tertiary hypothyroidism may also present similarly and have to 
be differentiated from this condition.

Most preterm babies have normal TSH secretion in response to inadequate circulating thyroid 
hormone levels. This means that primary hypothyroidism in a preterm baby can be detected by 
routine testing of TSH values. However, some preterm babies have inadequate TSH secretion in 
response to decreasing fT4 levels. There are many factors contributing to this.[3] Immaturity of 
the hypothalamic–pituitary–thyroid axis is often implicated particularly in extremely low birth 
weight babies. Acute illnesses such as respiratory distress syndrome, sepsis, anemia, and birth 
asphyxia can also contribute to this, and sometimes, this is part of “euthyroid sick status” or 
“non-thyroidal illness.” Thyroid-binding globulin deficiency, iodine deficiency, and drugs such 
as steroids and dopamine can also impair circulating thyroid hormone levels. Hypothalamic 
or pituitary causes (secondary or tertiary hypothyroidism) can also cause low fT4 levels with 
normal TSH which can be transient or permanent.

There is no clear consensus regarding the timing of testing in babies with THOP. While the 
American Academy of Pediatrics 2006 guidelines suggest serial measurements of T4 until they 
become normal, the European consensus guidelines recommend repeating thyroid test at 10–
14 days.[4] “Newborn Screening Guidelines for Congenital Hypothyroidism in India” published 
by the Indian Society for Pediatric and Adolescent Endocrinology (ISPAE) recommends routine 
screening for all preterm infants at 48–72 h of age, followed by a second screening test at 2–4 week 
of age for high-risk babies.[5]

In this issue, Gaonkar et al. have published an article titled “A study of the normalization of 
hypothyroxinemia in neonates below 34 weeks of gestation,” where the authors have studied 
the time of normalization of THOP in 69 babies born below 34 weeks gestation.[6] The study is 
a retrospective analysis that also looks at neurological outcome at 18 months when compared 
to babies with no THOP. Only two babies have required treatment with levothyroxine in this 
study that too for a very brief period. There were no congenital hypothyroidism in this cohort 
and there is no mention of babies with delayed rise of TSH. The time for normalization was 
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14 days in most babies and 28 days in high-risk babies.

The results of this study have to be interpreted with caution. 
The cutoff for fT4 used in this study (<15.5 pmol/L for 
<14 days and <12 pmol/L for >14 days) is little different to 
other studies and those that are recommended by ISPAE’s 
“clinical practice guidelines” published in 2018.[7] The cutoff 
value for fT4 recommended by ISPAE guidelines is below 
1.1 ng/dL (14.2 pmol/L) irrespective of TSH value. There are 
no differences in cutoff value according to age of the baby in 
the ISPAE guidelines.

The authors have reported statistically significant difference in 
the prevalence of developmental delay at 18 months in babies 
with THOP, although the different domains of development 
have not been studied. The contribution of various neonatal 
morbidities to this delay in development is not very clear. 
It is quite possible that in high-risk babies, similar clinical 
variables might cause low fT4 values as well as developmental 
delay. Further, long-term studies involving larger number of 
patients are required to address this issue. This is important as 
questions remain whether there is a sub-group of babies with 
THOP who may benefit from levothyroxine supplementation. 
It is worth remembering that unnecessary or inappropriate 
thyroxine therapy may lead to adverse consequences including 
poor neurocognitive outcome.

In a resource limited setting like India, it is difficult to do 
repeated thyroid testing in babies and the priority remains 
to implement universal newborn screening so as not to 
miss congenital hypothyroidism.[8] Decisions regarding 
levothyroxine treatment should be individualized and taken 
after considering all the factors.[9]
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